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It’s probable that 2020 will be the biggest 
year ever for students entering Clearing. 
2019 represented a 9.8% YOY increase with 
over 70,000 students using the service, and 
a similar increase in 2020 is very possible.
 
The stigma associated with Clearing is fast 
declining and it is simpler than ever to enter
the process using the new self-release facility. 
This enabled more than 28,000 students to enter 
Clearing last year and growing awareness of this 
option may well push up this figure in 2020.

The number of 18 year-olds is finally bottoming 
out in 2020, so competition amongst providers 
to attract a decreasing pool of potential UK 
students will be even higher. 

At the same time, continuing uncertainty 
over Brexit is likely to impact on 
international applications.

In terms of the Clearing audience, two additional 
factors should be considered. On the one hand, 
the 100,000 plus unconditional offers made for 
2019 entry may not be repeated at the same level 
in 2020 following negative publicity. On the other 
hand, offers for Foundation courses might increase 
as universities reach out to students with more 
diverse qualifications and experience.

In terms of subject choice, there may well be 
downward pressure on applications for English 
courses as A-level numbers decline, however 
humanities and social sciences degrees could 
be buoyant, reflecting the ‘Brexit’ effect on 
A-level subject entries.

– Pete Langley, Study Help Director

“

“

What can we expect from Clearing 2020?
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1.6m
Pageviews

500,000
Unique users

894,000
Education  

forum views

Posts by 
University 

Official Reps 
were up by  

37% YOY

32,000 
hours 

spent on site

High engagement on A-Level Results Day 2019

Every year, The Student Room proves that it is the go-to destination for applicants as they receive their grades.  
Half a million users visited the platform on A-Level Results Day 2019. While some were celebrating their success,  
a huge number came seeking advice about applying through Clearing and Adjustment. 

Top content on Results Day included: 33,000 pageviews for ‘Medicine Clearing for 2019 entry’ and 19,000 pageviews  
for ‘A-Level Results Day countdown’. Top searches included ‘Clearing’ and ‘A-level results’.
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Sometimes I find myself at a crossroads and TSR can provide answers that may 
point me in the right direction.

I use TSR daily.

The Student Room is very useful right now for applications.

You can ask pretty much anything and at least one person will help.

It’s helpful to get information both from experts and my peers in one place.

A huge amount of useful information, connecting students from all around the world.

TSR helps me with all aspects of student life; I have been using it for revision guidance 
and help as to which universities I should look at for medicine.

It’s a great community – funny, supportive and always there.

I’ve gotten so much help from here about courses…love, love, love it!

Every student should use it.

If there’s anything I need to find out about student life, it’ll be here.

Loads of information, advice and resources. I love the university comparison tool.

What students say about The Student Room

“
“

“

“

“
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
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Our Clearing audience

221,000
users* in our 

Clearing segment

39,418
users selected to 

hear about one or 
more courses

49,705  
users opted-in to  
receive Clearing 

updates

How we build your audience for 2020 
We use sophisticated targeting software to capture our users’ 
behaviour, preferences and needs. Then we build a highly 
relevant audience segment, based on key indicators such as:

Any additional criteria you may have, such as location, study level  
and subject interests are also applied to the targeting parameters. 

*Users who viewed a page with title or URL containing the words: “clearing”,       
   “adjustment”, “missed grade”, “missed offer” between June and August 2019

• Users proactively opting into our Clearing database  
and volunteering their information 

• Engagement with Clearing and Adjustment content on site 

• Pageviews and participation in relevant discussions 

• Relevant searches on site and on Unimatch

2019 audience
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We closely monitor our users’ online behaviour to give you a clear picture of the important stages in the student 
decision-making process. Our data shows that the consideration period begins as early as March. We’ve mapped 
out audience activity across the year to help you plan an effective campaign:

Clearing: understand the student journey

March April JuneMay

Reaching out to peers  
for Clearing advice,  
having received offers 

Clearing, UCAS and Applications 
forum getting over 31,000 visits  
a week (March 2019)

Build brand awareness and 
shift audience perceptions 
about your university

Preparing for A-Level exams 

Huge spike in interest in revision  
tips and study help content 

Start building your pipeline 
and engaging Year 13s with 
useful content

Evaluating how they think 
exams went and searching  
for alternative options 

Spike in “UCAS Clearing” search 
term. Users opt into Clearing 
database (21,466 in June 2019) 

Email students and advertise 
courses you have available

Taking A Level exams 

Users posting about how exams 
went, expected grades and 
searching for news 

Ramp up social, email and 
display activity to warm 
up Clearing prospects and 
ensure your campaign is 
optimised by summer

The Student Room Clearing & Adjustment 2020
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Clearing: understand the student journey

July August September

Signing up for Clearing 
notifications 

39,418 students selected one or
more courses they were interested  
in (2019)

Send out subject-specific 
Clearing alerts 
(Email begins in July and 
SMS runs in August.)

Results Day 

Sessions in Clearing, UCAS  
and Applications forum peak 

Maximise your exposure 
across all channels

Clearing still open 

Users asking peers and Official 
Reps for advice on the forums and 
finalising their university choices

Use display, email and 
retargeting to capture 
undecided or unplaced 
students

7 8 9
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Clearing 
Solutions for 
you in 2020
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Option 3: Geo Targeting (New for 2020)

Accounting & Finance

Biological Sciences

Business & Management

Chemistry

Computer Science

Economics

Engineering

Law

Mathematics

Medicine

Other Healthcare 

Professions

Psychology

Art, Design & Creative 

Studies

Criminology

Dentistry

Education & Teaching

English Literature

Geography, Geology & 

Environment

History

Languages and Linguistics

Marketing

Nursing

Philosophy & Theology 

(includes Religious Studies)

Physics

Politics

Sociology

Architecture, Building & Planning

Drama, Theatre, Music & Performing Arts

Information, Journalism & Media

Sport Science

Veterinary Medicine

Gold (£3,000) Silver (£1,500) Bronze (£1,000)

Midlands

S E England

North West England

International

London North East England

Wales

Scotland

Northern Ireland

Gold (£3,500)Platinum (£5,000) Bronze (£1,000)
East of England

Yorkshire & the Humber

Silver (£2,000)
South West England

49,705 users opted into our Clearing database in 2019. Students in the database are proactively seeking guidance about  
their Clearing and Adjustment options, so they are expecting to hear from you. Our Clearing emails get brilliant response rates.  
In 2019 our average open rate was 27.2% (education sector industry benchmark 18.9%) and our click-to-open rate was 8.9%.

July £10,000      Aug £12,000      Results Day SOLD OUT

Email
Clearing solutions for you in 2020

Option 1: Full Clearing and Adjustment database

Option 2: Subject targeting 
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Subjects include:

Accounting & Finance

Biological Sciences

Business & Management

Chemistry

Computer Science

Economics

Engineering

Law

Mathematics

Medicine

Other Healthcare 

Professions

Psychology

Art, Design & Creative 

Studies

Criminology

Dentistry

Education & Teaching

English Literature

Geography, Geology & 

Environment

History

Languages and Linguistics

Marketing

Nursing

Philosophy & Theology 

(includes Religious Studies)

Physics

Politics

Sociology

Architecture, Building & Planning

Drama, Theatre, Music & Performing Arts

Information, Journalism & Media

Sport Science

Veterinary Medicine

Gold (£1,000) Silver (£750) Bronze (£500)

15,261 users with valid UK numbers opted-in for further information to be sent via SMS in 2019. We can send your texts to 
our full database, or target a particular subject. The SMS updates are only sent during Results Day week, ensuring maximum 
relevance and high visibility for your university at this most competitive time. Because our users have requested these updates, 
our SMS activity gets an impressive average click-to-send rate of over 10% (average 2018 and 2019).

Aug £12,000      Results Day £15,000

SMS 
Clearing solutions for you in 2020

Option 1: Full Clearing and Adjustment database

Option 2: Subject targeting 
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Be seen and remembered 
by Clearing applicants

Clearing solutions for you in 2020

Display  

Mixed format ad units | High visibility in a trusted space

Clearing button  

1 million impressions guaranteed. Only 10 spots available. Runs from mid-July to end of Aug. 

Get maximum exposure across The Student Room site from mid-July until end of August. We offer creative direction to ensure your 
advert drives the highest possible response rate. Be sure to secure your button early as there is limited availability.

Page 12

Mixed format £15 CPM (Average CTR 0.07%)Billboard ad unit £28 CPM (Average CTR 0.10%)

£8,000

Our experts test various creatives and optimise towards the best-performing ad formats, 
so you get brilliant results. All campaigns are highly targeted, so every impression makes 
a powerful impact on a receptive audience. We reinforce your key messaging by serving 
your ads alongside relevant Clearing content with high traffic and engagement rates.

The Student Room Clearing & Adjustment 2020
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Be the expert applicants trust
Clearing solutions for you in 2020

Content | Advertorials in Clearing  
and Adjustment Hub 

Build a relationship based on supporting applicants  
when they really need your advice.

Our editorial team has identified useful, inspiring and 
engaging content that will empower students to take  
action and apply through Clearing and Adjustment.

Content allows you to leverage the trust students place  
in our platform by positioning your brand as the 
authoritative voice on your chosen topic.

Dwell time 
of up to  

4 minutes 
(2019)

Brand or Subject-specific £7,500

Average  
page view 

count: 1,900

The Student Room Clearing & Adjustment 2020



Reach your audience 
anywhere on the web

Clearing solutions for you in 2020

Ada | Programmatic solution
 
There’s a right and a wrong way to do retargeting. The key to 
success is to reach an audience that is genuinely interested, in 
appropriate locations where your ads will deliver user value.
 
Ada ads have the highest standard for viewability in the higher 
education sector. Our programmatic solution is also certified by 
the Digital Trading Standards Group, which means your Clearing 
and Adjustment ads will only appear in brand-safe, relevant 
environments.

We combine extensive, actionable data, volunteered by our users, 
with a market-leading retargeting product to target applicants at the 
right stage in their journey. This is the perfect product to compliment 
your wider campaign and deliver exceptional results.

£10
capped

CPM

74% average 
viewability
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Accounting & Finance
Biological Sciences
Business & Management
Chemistry
Computer Science
Economics
Engineering
Law
Mathematics
Medicine
Other Healthcare Professions
Psychology

Medicine
A-level forum
Applications, Clearing and UCAS

Art, Design & Creative Studies
Criminology
Dentistry
Education & Teaching
English Literature
Geography, Geology & Environment
History
Languages and Linguistics
Marketing
Nursing
Philosophy & Theology (includes Religious Studies)
Physics
Politics
Sociology

Architecture, Building & Planning
Drama, Theatre, Music & Performing Arts
Information, Journalism & Media
Sport Science
Veterinary Medicine

Let students know about  
unfilled courses

Clearing solutions for you in 2020

Subject Alerts | Interruptive ad units 
The ideal product to promote unfilled courses, our subject alerts deliver high engagement and exposure.  

Interruptive ad units appear and remain in view when the applicant visits the relevant subject forum. The ads are targeted at an 
audience that is already showing strong subject-specific interest, so recall, recognition and CTR results are all impressively high.

Gold £7,000Platium £10,000 Silver £6,000 Bronze £5,000

Page 15The Student Room Clearing & Adjustment 2020
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How success is measured

We’ll provide an end of campaign report with key metrics that measure  
actual performance against your objectives:

Traffic viewability, impressions, click-through rates

Conversion tracking for programmatic campaigns

Email open and click-to-open rates

Content pageviews and time on page

Click to call (mobile only)

@
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Subject packages 2020

Targeted mixed-format impressions on and off TSR

SMS to targeted (subject) database

Email to targeted (subject) database

Subject Alert

350,000 350,000

Gold 
Subject

Silver 
Subject

Bronze
Subject

350,000

Full subject
database

Full subject
database

Full subject
database

Full subject
database

Full subject
database

Full subject
database

£14,000

Platinum

£12,000£13,000

Products 

Package Costs

Our Subject Packages (below) combine the best features of our Clearing products and enable you to choose the right  
solution for your budget and marketing needs. Subject group inventory is limited and sold on a first come first served basis.
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250,000300,000

Full subject
database

Bronze

£3,000

Silver

£5,000

350,000

Full subject
database

Full subject
database

Gold

£7,000
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SMS to entire Clearing & Adjustment database on RESULTS DAY

Display: Targeted mixed format impressions

Ada: Programmatic targeting - audience amplification off-site

Subject-specific targeted Email to Clearing & Adjustment database (Limited availability)

Region-specific targeted email to Clearing & Adjustment database (Limited availability)

Sponsored article in our Clearing & Adjustment hub

Display: Billboards

Clearing button  (only 10 available)

£15,00011

10

12

14

10

13

12

12

£15 CPM

Minimum investment £10,000

Gold £3,000 / Silver £1,500 / Bronze £1,000

Platinum £5,000 / Gold £3,500 / Silver £2,000 / Bronze £1,000

Subject or brand-specific £7,500

£28 CPM

£8,000

CostsPageProducts

Speak to your expert Account Manager to get a bespoke campaign plan for this period

(early-bird discount of 10% if booked before end of February)

Email to entire Clearing & Adjustment database

SMS to entire Clearing & Adjustment database

10

11

10

£12,000 (Aug)

SOLD OUT

£10,000 (July) / £12,000 (Aug)

Email to entire Clearing & Adjustment database on RESULTS DAY - SOLD OUT

Subject-specific targeted SMS to Clearing & Adjustment database (Limited availability) 11 Gold £1,000 / Silver £750 / Bronze £500
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Clearing rate card 2020

Subject alerts (Limited availability) 15 Platinum £10,000 / Gold £7,000 / Silver £6,000 / Bronze £5,000

The Student Room Clearing & Adjustment 2020



Book your Clearing 
2020 campaign
We’re confident we can help you achieve fantastic results  
for Clearing and Adjustment 2020.

Our team would be delighted to discuss your goals and suggest  
various solutions to take your recruitment to the next level.

We have limited availability on all products, so we kindly advise  
that you book early to secure the best inventory.

We look forward to hearing from you.

hello@thestudentroom.com
0800 999 3222

Early bird 
discount of 

10% if booked 
before end of 

February


